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As I am representing myself, I don’t always know the best way to present an idea. So I will
write this plainly and hope that I am not out of turn.
Addressing your honour and the plaintiff, I am not looking for a deadline or extension to the
case, nor looking for empathy. I would like to note that while being sued is stressful enough
the addition of massive waves of cyber bullying, direct attacks on my ability to defend myself
including fundraising, and needing to focus on putting food on my table has prevented me
from being as engaged with this case as I would like to be.
I would like it to be known that it is not a sign of disrespect to anyone involved in this process
and has been my misguided way of protecting myself and those around me from continued
harassment by ignoring this. My girlfriend’s personal and work information has been posted
on the Internet, my home address has been leaked (and now every time the delivery man
knocks on the door too loud I wonder if it’s some extremist wanting to hurt me).
That said, I am including my initial motions to dismiss, to change venue, and to be able to
use the ECF system as I had initially written. I am aware of the motion for default judgement,
which might render my ability to file these moot. I would suggest my motion to dismiss and
my motion for a change of venue replies to the court’s request for further discussion on
whether or not the court has jurisdiction here.
Finally, I did not actually receive the courts latest request. The email address the court has
on file for me has not been working and I was not served anything. Please update my email
to teamcoltra@gmaill.ccom (please redact this if possible from public record)
Thank you,
Travis R McCrea

